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A colloidal solution is a heterogeneous system which is made up of two phases; dispersed phase (as
solute) and a dispersion medium (as solvent). the substance distributed as the colloidal particles is called
the dispersed phase and the second phase in which the colloidal particles are scattered is called the
dispersion medium.a colloidal solution, occasionally identified as a colloidal suspension, is a mixture in
which the substances are regularly suspended in a fluid. a colloid is a minutely small material that is
regularly spread out all through another substance.a colloidal solution is a heterogeneous mixture in which
solute particles are larger than molecules or ions, but not large enough to be seen by naked eye. for
example, clay in water or starch in water. a colloidal solution is also called a false solutione primary
distinguishing feature between a true solution and a colloidal solution is fundamentally the dimensions of
the constituent parts. true solution and colloidal solution. in a true solution, like salt water, nacl molecules
are totally mixed in the water, and the solution can pass through a semi-permeable film without getting
divided.a colloidal solution, sometimes known as a colloidal suspension, is a solution in which a material
is evenly suspended in a liquid other words, a colloid is a microscopically small substance that is equally
dispersed throughout another materiallloidal solution types pdf the separation method for removing of
colloidal particles - am-euras. j. agric. & environ. sci., 4 (2): 266-273, 2008 267 strong forces of
separation (via electrostatic repulsion) and a stable
a colloidal solution or colloidal suspension is a solution in which a material is evenly suspended in a
liquid. its three sub-classifications include foams, emulsions and solslloid: short synonym for colloidal
system. [5] [6] colloidal : state of subdivision such that the molecules or polymolecular particles dispersed
in a medium have at least one dimension between approximately 1 nm and 1 μm, or that in a system
discontinuities are found at distances of that orderdeo: colloids: definition, types & examples. a solution
is made up of particles or solutes and a solvent. the solvent part of the solution is usually a liquid, but can
be a gas. the when the diameter of the particles of a substance dispersed in a solvent ranges from about
10a o to 2000a o , the system is termed a colloidal solution. types of colloids a colloidal system is made
up of two phasesoks colloidal solution types (pdf, epub, mobi) page 1. journal of applied pharmaceutical
science 01 (06); 2011: 66-71 issn: 2231 banjara hills, hyderabad pharmaceutical dosage form is a combi
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